PAUL PUT THE “OFFIT” IN PROFIT

From WikiPedia:
Paul Allan Offit is an American pediatrician specializing in infectious diseases, vaccines,
immunology, and virology. He is the co-inventor of a retrovirus vaccine.
He is the co-inventor of a rotavirus vaccine. Offit is the Maurice R. Hilleman Professor of
Vaccinology, professor of pediatrics at the Perelman School of Medicine at the University of
Pennsylvania, former chief of the Division of Infectious Diseases (1992–2014), and the director of
the Vaccine Education Center at The Children's Hospital of Philadelphia. He has been a member of
the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices.
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board member of Every Child By Two
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Offit is a

and a Founding Board Member of the Autism Science
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Foundation (ASF).

Offit has published more than 130 papers in medical and scientific journals in the areas of
rotavirus-specific immune responses and vaccine safety,
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and is the author or co-author of books
[7]

on vaccines, vaccination, the rejection of medicine by some religious groups, and antibiotics. He is
one of the most public faces of the scientific consensus that vaccines have no association with
autism. As a result, he has been the frequent target of hate mail and death threats

This Demon, posing as a doctor, was perhaps the greatest proponent of
California's insane vaccine mandate law, which was passed in 2015.
Offit had a patent on the rotavirus vaccine, personally profiting from the vaccine
sales until he sold it for huge profits. So he has a direct conflict of interest in
pushing vaccine propaganda on the gullible, unsuspecting public.
Dr. (Pr)Offit was on the CDC’s Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices
(ACIP) that approves vaccines, and received two patents soon before beginning
his term.
Offit infamously said a baby could safely respond to 10,000 vaccines at once,
and many other insane, rabidly pro-vax, demonic quotes (see below for a few).
Dr. (Pr)Offit is the third of the three authors of the main textbook ‘Vaccines’ used
for vaccine education and administration.
Quotes:
“They’re communities that have large populations of Caucasian, upper middle class
residents who are college educated, often graduate school educated, and believe
simply by Googling the term ‘vaccine’ on the Internet, they can know as much, if not
more than anyone who’s giving them advice. …They have an amazing ability to ignore
scientific consensus.”

Science isn't done by consensus. Real science adheres to the scientific method
which includes experimentation, negative control studies, data collection and
repeatability.
“A choice not to vaccinate is a choice not to trust those who research, manufacture,
license, recommend, promote, and administer vaccines—specifically the government,
pharmaceutical companies, and doctors.”

Yeah, we don't trust you. That's the whole point.
“I think it is not important to have a debate about the science with someone who clearly
doesn’t know the science. … I don’t think it is fair to have a debate with two sides when
only one side is represented by the science.”

Paul doesn’t want to have a debate, because his side will lose, everytime. Paul
wants to live in a totalitarian society where debate is not allowed. Paul
represents the highly politicized and corrupt institution of (pseudo)science. The
rest of us just don't want his poison because we understand that his viruses don’t
exist and his vaccines are poison.
“Mercury certainly is a toxin, there’s no doubt about it. But as Paracelsus said in the
16th century, the dose makes the poison. That’s always true.”

Here we have yet another vaccine sorcerer using 16th Century logic to push his
profit agenda on the public.
“Aluminum is considered to be an essential metal with quantities fluctuating naturally
during normal cellular activity. It is found in all tissues and is also believed to play an
important role in the development of a healthy fetus.”

Yeah, no thanks. Here we have a demon trying to convince us that Aluminum is
good for human health.
“I think the good news is the media, certainly the mainstream media, has gotten much
more responsible about covering this subject (vaccines). It used to be that they would
tell two sides of the story, when only one side was supported by the science… that’s not
true anymore. Mainstream media is much better about this…”

Yes, that is a real quote. So, Paul wants to pretend that the media used to tell two
sides of the story. That is an obvious lie, created by deceivers like Paul Offit, in
order to create a false reality for the gullible masses. If there was ever a time
where the mainstream media told two sides of the story, then we would have
learned what caused Polio and Smallpox, many years ago. But we had to go find
that information for ourselves, because there has never been an objective media.
The only other side of the story that the media has ever told is their soft, fake
opposition side. Paul wants to pretend that this manufactured voice should be
eliminated from the conversation all together, even though it is also completely
fabricated and not representative of the true opposition voice.

“I don’t think there’s an epidemic of autism. I think that if we went into a time machine,
and went back 30 or 40 years, and use the same diagnostic criteria that we currently
use to diagnose autism, and introduce it into the communities so that everybody is
aware as they are now, and also make it very clear in that community now 30 years in
the past that you will qualify for services if you have this diagnosis, I think you would find
that the incidence of autism would be the same 30 years ago as it is now.”

I think Paul is an insane person, telling speculative, fairy tale stories that have
zero scientific evidence to support any of them. Rather than directly acknowledge
that their is an autism epidemic, Paul wants to wave his magic wand and
speculate about time machines.
“A more practical way to determine the diversity of the immune response would be to
estimate the number of vaccines to which a child could respond at one time… each
infant would have the theoretical capacity to respond to about 10,000 vaccines at any
one time.”

Here, Paul clearly shows us that he is one of the most insane vaccine demons on
this planet, rivaling Dr. Malone for that coveted number one spot.
“If you want to know whether or not something is harmful in children, test it in children.”

I have a better idea. How about we test it on Paul Offit and his family?
“I’m sorry. I have no financial conflicts of interest."

Except for the one that pays his $1.5 million dollar cushy research chair job at
Children's Hospital, funded by Merck – and the other one from the patent on an
anti-diarrhea vaccine he developed with Merck, Rotateq, and future royalties of
an unknown amount for the vaccine which he sold for $182 million cash. Source

What an absolute, Grade A, scumbag piece of shit.
Now that we understand what type of person Offit is, remember these details
next time you see him advocating for “safer” vaccines with scumbags like Del
Bigtree.
Consider that many deception agents in the so-called “anti-vaccine” movement
(led by Del Scumtree) are running a long-con. They are undercover agents,
working for the Pro-Vax, Pro-Pharma establishment.

Lynette Marie Barron is an example of one of these low-level deceivers. She is
part of Del Bigtree’s fake anti-vax controlled opposition network. Lynette is
described as an "Advocate & Activist for Medical Health Freedom.
She is the mother of 2 children who have autism and she takes donations from
Big Pharma Goblin kingpin Paul Offit.

So why would any low-level leader in the so-called "Anti-Vax" movement
who are allegedly fighting against vaccine mandates associate with Dr.
Paul (PR)Offit, who is a huge supporter of vaccines and vaccine mandates,
and one of the greatest Vax Goblins on Planet Earth?

And why are some of the other Bigtree foot soldiers in the fake anti-vax
movement meeting with Offit? I’m talking about frauds like Undercover
Agent “Epicenter Nurse” Erin Marie Ostrowski, Jamie Lynn Juarez, Denise
Aguilar and other small players in the fake anti-vax movement, who all roll
up to Del Kingtree.

In late October 2018, the obscure former military officer Erin Olszewski (PsyOps
and Civil Affairs) organized the activists to attend the CDC's Advisory Committee
on Immunization Practices (ACIP) meeting.
Once at ACIP, the CDC Public Relations Officer met with Jamie Lynn Juarez
allegedly because of her familial ties to high-ranking members of the military.
Juarez used the supposed chance meeting to invite Paul Offit to lunch and a
photo op. You can find several of these operatives in this photo.

Analysts assess with high confidence the true intention of the meeting and photo
op was to soften the image for Paul Offit within anti-vaccine circles.
The secondary effect gave obscure and new activists social proof: they had
access to the vaccine industry’s untouchable and most notorious valuable
mouthpiece.
The blowback from the anti-vaccine community caused Olszewski to spin the
event to further the objectives for #OperationFuriosa (Source - Greg Wyatt)
In May 2020, the Stanford Law Review published an essay by Dorit(os)
Rubenstein Reiss. [SOURCE]
She inaccurately described LYNETTE MARIE MCKINNEY BARRON as the
mastermind behind the 2018 “Inundate the CDC ACIP Meetings,” in Atlanta,
GA.
Yet, Reiss acknowledged and thanked Dr. Paul Offit and others, “…for their
thoughtful, helpful comments on previous drafts.”

In other words, Reiss never questions HOW LYNETTE MCKINNEY coordinated
such a large gathering by herself.
This is despite the fact DR. PAUL OFFIT and BIGTREE ostensibly provided
financial sustenance to LYNETTE MARIE MCKINNEY BARRON.
She conveniently left out ERIN MARIE MALONE OLSZEWSKI’s name from the
essay. [SOURCE]
MALONE is a past member of the 432nd Civil Affairs / PSYOP US Army
Battalion and a frequent flying partner of DEL BIGTREE.
The ACIP meeting was the same operational pattern followed by DENISE
MARIE AGUILAR MENDEZ in California a few months earlier where she first
met DEL BIGTREE. [SOURCE] (Credit: Greg Wyatt)
Olszewski’s rise to prominence occurred in the summer of 2020 after her
‘chance’ assignment to Elmhurst Hospital in New York.
Prior to her Elmhurst assignment, analysts first observed Olszewski’s protest
activities in California (MAR 18). Olszewski moved from Wisconsin to Florida
later that summer.
Shortly after moving, Olszewski met other prominent West Coast activists in
Atlanta, GA for a photo op with Dr. Paul Offit (OCT18).
Coincidentally, Denise Aguilar participated in the same picture with Paul Offit.
Two months before, Aguilar planned a large rally with no earlier experience in in
less than two weeks.
Laira de la Vega is a Mitchell Firm asset and co-planner for the rally. She
admitted the goal for the rally was to mimic the Yellow Vest movement in Italy.
Even so, the Offit photo op had its intended effect successfully agitating the
anti-vaccine community.

The goal was to funnel the angry parents into organizations participating in what
are called euphemistically as civil disobedience events. (Credit: Greg Wyatt)
Lynette Mckinney Barron is another member of the fake anti-vax dream team,
recruited by Del Bigtree, who takes money from Paul Offit.

Barron's objective is to soften Offit's image and project his influence within
conservative mother circles.
Offit is natural equivalent to the modern-day Anthony Fauci.
His mindset and ethos align closely with the current autocratic whitecoat
priesthood literally excommunicating vulnerable mothers and children from
society for not getting the COVID-19 jab.

Reiss also has a longstanding relationships with Dr. Paul Offit and his network of
skeptics like the James Randi [SOURCE RE: LEGAL SECTION] disciple David
Gorski. (Credit: Greg Wyatt) To learn more about this network of controlled
opposition disinfo agents, please see Greg Wyatt’s long standing research.
Here is the cold hard truth that everyone in this country MUST understand
RIGHT NOW.
NONE of the so-called “leaders” in the anti-vax / pro-health freedom
movement are on our side. They are all undercover agents, working for
Pro-Pharma, Pro-Vax Agendas and getting paid very well for their fake
opposition efforts.
They run charity scams and fake opposition organizations in order to
CONTROL THE OPPOSITION AND CREATE FALSE NARRATIVES.
Del Bigtree is part of this network of Liars and Pied Pipers. Most of the
lower level agents roll up to him, and he most likely rolls up to RFK Jr. All
of these fake activists are hardcore Pro-Vaxxers and working directly for
and with Demons like Offit.

NONE OF THESE PEOPLE ARE FIGHTING FOR US. THEY
ARE WORKING FOR THE ENEMY AND WE WILL EXPOSE
EVERY SINGLE ONE OF THEM, ONE BY ONE.
Join my Telegram for more updates and papers.

